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Basic Concepts Seem So Basic, But They’re Not 

Froma P. Roth, PhD, CCC-SLP 

 

Today, at lunchtime, I was talking to a middle school SLP, who related a 

troubling but far too common experience. A 7th grade general education social 

studies teacher expressed frustration with a few students in her 4th period 

geography course who initially seemed quite interested in the World Map unit but 

quickly “became bored” and unresponsive to this subject matter. The students did 

not participate in class activities, seemed inattentive when called on, and routinely 

handed in incorrect or no homework at all, even when the answers were available 

in text materials provided. The SLP offered to sit in on a couple of class periods and 

review the students’ homework assignments to help figure out the reason(s) for the 

abrupt changes in attitude and behavior.  

As is commonly the case, a simple (but somewhat elusive) explanation was 

at the root of the problem. Working together, the teacher and SLP determined that 

the students in question simply did not have a firm grasp of many of the basic 

concepts essential for learning geographic mapping. Once realized, they teamed up 

and identified several of these concepts as targets for small group 

instruction/intervention. Examples included: farther/nearer; taller/shorter; 

over/above/below; wide/narrow; long/short; between; and deep/shallow.  

All of these concepts are considered “relational words”. Take the example of 

above/below. A person, object or place is only above another in relation to the 

person, object or place it is being compared to. The same is true for below. 

Relational words do not have stable meanings, as do words such as ocean, 
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continent, and Asia, all of which have referents in the real world; in other words, 

you can point to an ocean, to a continent, and to Asia. Applying this example to the 

social studies World Map unit, we know that the Mediterranean Sea is above (north 

of) Southern Europe, but at the same time, it is below (south of) North Africa. 

Similarly, the Himalayas are a long mountain range, but it is short when compared 

to the Andes.   

Relational concepts are more challenging for children to learn than fixed 

concepts. The basic concepts of time, quantity and space are generally mastered by 

2nd grade. Middle school curricula materials in all subjects (e.g., math, language 

arts, science, social studies) naturally assume that these concepts are part of a 

student’s knowledge base for learning new academic content.  

And frequently, difficulty with basic concepts is not identified as the source of 

a 7th grader’s learning difficulties, particularly those in a general education setting. 

When faced with subject matter beyond their comprehension, a typical reaction of 

teens, especially in early adolescence, is to reject or even mock the material as well 

as the teacher of the material. Yet, gaps in basic concept knowledge can block 

learning and quash motivation. The good news is that basic concepts can be taught 

and applied across subject areas. Of course, in addition to the concepts mentioned 

in this piece, there are many other basic concepts that children need to learn. The 

next blog will address a variety of different concepts and provide simple examples 

of activities that can be used to teach/strengthen these concepts within a classroom 

setting.  


